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1) Balance Sheet

  

2) Performance

 

 

As is evident from above, Silverbridge Holdings is currently a buy up until a share price of R2.73 

Our valuation beyond this point will be to satisfy any other criteria we would want Silverbridge to 

justify. We’re also able to accommodate more risk as should anything go wrong in this company, 

they are in a position to pay off their short liabilities (current liabilities) and their long term liabilities. 

As I analyse each company I want you to note how beyond this point I pick and choose what I choose 

to take into account. This is because different companies have different points of interest and I have 

already satisfied myself that the company is safe enough for me. 

All the material above and below is obtained from the Integrated Report which is available on the 

company website under Investor Relations. 

Here goes: 

Warning, size isn’t everything. If ever you doubt the numbers remember you were warned. 

Does insurance make money? You bet ya (sic). Especially if you’re a nimble little number providing 



brains support to almost everyone. Starting from the ownership of this little company you can 

almost bet your life it packs a punch.  

In 33 “implementations” in  12 African countries, need I say more? Software software software. 

e



Of particular concern to me though is that Silverbridge is in non compliance with BBBEE in South 

Africa. I am however glad that when the opportunity arises management is not shy to buy back its 

own share, meaning that the growing pie will soon enough only be shared by the few us. 



My favourite lines by far are the debt line (0%), he growth in annuity income and the growth in 

headline earnings per share. I am silently happy the dividend line is growing and the Return on 

equity line remains in the 20’s. 



 
 

Silverbridge is exactly that, a (Silver) bridge between customer, client and their relationship towards 

risk. Silverbridge performs a lot of the nerd work that comes with assessing and evaluating client 

risk, probabilities etc. The whole “actuaries get paid tonnes of money” typa work.  

Notice how as the years have rolled on Silverbridge has moved from being an implementer to a 

support services provider as well as a host and rental “agent.” Meaning that they have figured out a 

way to build an asset that they are now able to share without much more investment and enjoy the 

fruits of their earlier work. A brilliant business if you ask me and one I gladly attach my bank account 

number to their share register. 



 

I specifically included this page as a reminder that a lot of the assets will be intangible and largely 

hard to value up or down. So this company especially tests my faith in the current assets of a 

company. 

Browse through their Annual report, maybe read a few pages and then let me know what you think 

of this business.   


